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ABSTRACT I
keasured impedance data are presented for two planar, equiangular,

printed-circuit, two-arm. spiral antennas not nounted over cavities.

The 3mpedance was measured at the center teminals of the antennas when
the antennas were placed against various types of building aterials

and when situated in free space. Measurements were made at frequencies

both within and below the radiating frequency band of each antenna.

Copact baluns with flat forn- factors were designed to match the average

antenna impedance ov-er the radiating frequency band found from these

neasurements, to an unbalanced 50-ohm xnpedance. The measured impedance

and loss characteristics of the compact baluns, data showing the effect

on antenna impedance of running a twin-lead transmission line close to

the antenna, and in-pedz ce data for two complete balun/antenna cGnfigu-

rations in free space are also presented.

It is shown that the center-driven impedance is significantly lower

than the theoretical impedance of 188.5 ohms due to the presence of the

dielectric that supports the spirals and due to the fact that the ideal

spiral geoetry close to the center feed terminals was not realiz ed. It

is also . hown, however, tnat the presence of various types of building

materialS does not affect this irmpedance significantly over the radiating

frequency bandS of the antennas.

Two compact b-dluns zre designed that matched the antennas t7 an

unbalancad 50-chm-system impedance with VSWR's less than 1.5 over nost

of the radiating frequency band of each antenna. This match was cxt.nded

to frequencies below the radiatisg frequency band by terrainating the

outer end of the antennas ;ith combination lumped and distributed loads.

Preceding page blank
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To achieve a practical, low-profile configuration that included

both antenna and balun, it was necessary to position the balun in the

plane of the antenna. Inpedance neasurements of such a configuration

revealed somme degradation in the natch between the antenna and 50 ohns.
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I INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The study reported herein is a follow-on to Contract 1083-100623-
mSure98 theI iPredact the1).*

SCC-09824 (SRI Project 1081). The objective of that contract was to

measure the impedance at the outside ends of two spiral antennas and to

design matching networks that could be connected between the spiral

outer ends and the surrounding metal ring of the antennas to reduce

the low-frequency VSWR at the spiral centers. The results obtained

from that contract were u_*.. in the current study, which is reported

herein.

The current study is divided into two tasks. 7ask A, the subject

of Lhis report, is involved with the driving-point impedance measure-

ments of the two spiral antennas used in the former study, and the

subsequent design of tuo compact baluns with flat form factors used to

match the antennas to a receiver system with a 50-ohm unbalanced input

impedance. Task B, which will be the subject of a separate report, is

involved in the design and construction of two loop antent.4- Lt will

operate in the frequency range from 10 MHz up to the low-frequency

radiation cutoff of their respective spiral antennas. Each of these

loop antennas will be mounted concentrically with one of the spiral

antennas.

*A

References are listed at the end of the report.

tThe impedance at the terminals at the center of the antennas, where

this type cf antenna is normally driven.
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The antennas used in Task A were supplied by the Department of

Stqto nd are planar, equiangular, printed-circuit, two-arm, spiral

antennas not mounted over cavities. These antennas are the Electro/

Data Models AN15-12 and AI1l5-24, each Serial Number 1. One antenna

is 12 inches in diameter across the spiral ends and the other is 24

inches in diameter. Other details are described in the previous report
1

under Contract 1083-100623-SCC-09824.

B. Objectives

An objective of Task A was to determine the driving-point impedance

within the radiating frequency range of each spiral antenna when A

situated in free space and when backed by various typical dielectric

building materials. An average was taken of the impedances measured

for each combination of antenna und building material, and in free

space. A second objective was to design two flat-form-factor, compact

A
baluns to match this average driving-point impedance tu a system with an

unbalanced, 50-ohm impedance.

The final objective was to investigate several balun/antenna

configurations to determine which configuration minimized the VSWR and

at the same time maintained a low-profile balun,"antenna configuration.

As part of the final objective. _, usa of matching networks to terminate

the outer ends of the spirals was investigated to extend the low VSWR
to frequencies below the radiating band. The matching networks accomplish

this by absorbing the currents reaching the outer ends of the antennas.

C. Method of Ppproach

Impedance measurements were made using the computer-controlled

Hewlett-Packard automatic network analyzer owned by the Institute. The

network analyzer measured the reflection coefficient relative to its

2



own impedance. From these data, complex impedance and VSWR are

determined by the computer associated with the network analyzer and

either plotted as a function of frequency on oscilloscopes and a

recorder, or listed on a teletype terminal, oe both.

In order to measure the impedance at the center terminais of each

spiral, a measurement instrument is needed with a balanced port. The

unbalanced reflection port of the network analyzer was converted to a

balanced port using a balun (BAIanced-to-UNbalanced mode transformer).

The network analyzer was then calibrated using reflection standards

at the balanced port. The result is that the balun characteristics

were calibrated out of the measured data, and the output data are the

actual driving-point impeda-ces of the antennas.

Using the results of the antenna impedance measurements, the compact

baluns were designed. The characteristics of each balun when terminated

in a balanced resistive load were measured using the conventional eft

unbal .,ed rc.. of the network-m:alvzer balun. As one step in deci.ding

how to mount the i~azuns on the antennas. a study was made on the effects,

on driving-point 'npedance, of running a twin-lead transmission line

close to the antesin surface. The final measurements obtained for this

report were made on two complete compact balun/antenna configurations.

Impedance was measured at the unbalanced port of the balun when it was

connected to its respective antnna situated in free space. During

these measurements the outer ends of the antenna spiral conductors

were terminated with networks designed to improve the antenna input

match at frequencies below the radiating band of each antenna. The

results from Contract 1083-100623-SCC-09824 were used as an aid in

designing these outer terminations.

3



II MqE ;RUFENT TECHNIQUE

A. Equipment Configuration for Measurement Setup

The measurements described in this report were made using the

Hewlett-Packard 8541A automatic network analyzer. This instrument

specifically measured the scattering parameters of microwave networks.

From these parameters, various electrical properties of the microwave

networks can be derived. For example, VSWR and Smith-chart plots may

be found from scattering-parameter data, and if the system impedance

(source impedance) under which the measurements were obtained is

known, the redA and imaginary components of the network input impedance

may be derived. Processing of measured data is done by the network-

analyzer computer, which also provides automatic system-control functions.

A significant feature of the automatic network analyzer is that system

errors may be determined by measuring standard components with known
~2

electrical properties. By use of the computer these errors are sub-

sequently calibrated out of the measured scattering parameters of the

3
microwave network, the electrical properties of which are unknown.

Using the automatic network analyzer, the driving-point impedance

as seen at the center feed terminals of the 12-inc-h and 24-inch spiral

antenna were measured over a range of frequencies. To obtain impedance

measurements the reflection-measurement port of the network analyzer

was connected to a 4:1 impedance balun transformer which in turn was

connected either directly to the i Lenna or to the antenna through a

Complex reflection and transmission coefficients. -A

Preceding page blank 5



balanced 150-ohm transmission line. The balun was required to convert

the two unbalanced output currents from the network-analyzer coaxial

reflection port to the two balanced currents (equal amplitude but

opposite in phase) required to excite the antenna. The balun impedance-

transformation ratio need not have been 4:1, however; any other practically

achievable ratio could have been used as long as its value was known.

The impedance-transformation ratio determines the system (or sourse)

impedance under which the measurements were obtained. Knowledge of

system ir.pedance is necessary in order to correctly interpret the

measurement data or, specifically, to compute the correct driving-point
3

impedance from reflection-coefficient data. (The 4:1 Anzac balun

impedance transformer tran;±ormed the network-analyzer-system impedance

I of 50 ohmns to 200 ohms. )

The balanced output port of the balun was modified in order that it

could be directly connected to the 24-inch antenna. This modification

consisted of extending the balanced output port using a rigid-wire,

200-oh transmission line with wire spacing equ=.l to the 24-inch-antenna 3

feed-point spacing ol 3CG mils. An additional tapered 200-ohm trans-

mission line was built. in order that the same balun could be used for

the 12-inch-antenna impedance measur.ments, the spacing between the two

wires of this line was tapered from 300 to i0 mils. The characteristic

impedance of 200 ohms was maintained over the length of the transmiss.on

line by tapering the wire diameter appropriately.

A compact balun with a flat form factor was built for each spirala

antenna. As will be explained in Section V, the baluns were designed

*
Anzac TKN-6360-N, Serial No. 485, furnished by the sponsor.

The wire diameter was 113 mils to give a characteristic impedance of

200 ohms for the transmission line.

6



to transform an unbalanced source impedance of 50 ohms to a balanced

real impedance equal to the average driving-point impedance within

the radiation band of the 12-inch and 24-inch antenna (see Section III).

The electrical properties of each compact balun, presented in Section V,

Nere measured using the network analyzer. Reflection-coefficient

measurements (from which VSWR is determined) were obtained when the

balanced output port of the baluns were terminated with a load equal

to the average driving-point impedance of the antennas. In addition,

the balun loss was measured. This measurement required two additional

4
balun terminations--a short and an open. A description and construction

details of these balanced terminations as well as the balanced load

appear in the following subsection.

Once the final design and construction of the compact baluns were

completed, they were connected to their respective antennas by means

of a 132-ohm transmission line. The final measurements reported herein

were made on the compact balun/antenna configuration. Impedance measure-

ments were made looking into t"- unbalanced input port of the balun.

No special calibration considerations were necessary for these last

measurmets. The reflection port of the network analyzer to which P

the balun was connected during measurement is an unbalanced 50-ohm-

impedance port. System calibration was accomplished using the Hewlett-

Packard standard terminations supplied with the network analyzer.

B. Design of Balanced Calibration Standards and Terminations

As explained above, a balun was added to the network-analyzer V

reflection-.-easurement port to convert it to a balanced port. To obtain

an accurate measurement uf the unknown driving-point impedance of the

antenna, the balun characteristics as well as the network-analyzer-

system errors must be measured in order that these quantities can be

7
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subtracted out of the antenna data. This required that system cali-

bration be accomplished by measuring known standards connected to the

balanced (output) port of the balun. None of the standards supplied

with the network analyzer by Hewlett-Packard could be used, since
*

they fit only coaxial connectors. Hence, three balanced standards

used for system calibration were built at SRI and are described as

follows.

The three standard terminations together with the Anzac balun used

on the network analyzer are shown in Figure I-1. Each termination is

connected directly to the 200-ohm rigid-wire transmission line that

extends the balanced output port of the balun. The 200-ohm-load termi-

nation consists of two 100-ohm carbon resistors connected in series.

Each resistor was selected so that when connected in series they would

match the characteristic impedance of the transmission line as closely
.4.

as possible. One end of each resistor is soldered to a female pin

that plugs onto the end of the balun transmission line. The female pins

were taken from type BNC connectors. The other end of each resistor

was embedded within a metal block; as shown in Figure II-1. The physical

configuration of the load--specifically, the angle between the two

resistors, and the depth at which each resistor is inserted into the

block--was adjusted empirically to minimize load reactance. Adjustments

were made after the impedance of each 100-ohm resistor was measured

S- and X-band waveguide standards, as well as standards that fit a

special Hewlett-Packard jig used for transistor measurements, are also

available. These also are of no use in the application being discussed.

This termination should be a very-low-reflection load; for a discussion

of the three types of standard terminations required for system cali-

bration and the mathematical procedures in determining system errors,

see Ref. 2.

8
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separately over a ground plane. Measuring each resistor individually

allowed use of the network analyzer in obtaining the load ipedance.

Since the termination is a balanced load, a virtual ground exists at

the plane of symetry (provided that the resistors are essentially

equal). Thus, for measur(ment purposes eacn resistor can be mounted

over a ground plane, and then ccanected directly to the coaxial reflection

measurement port of the network analyzer. The total loa." impedance

was found by adding the impedances of the two 100-ohm resistors. The

final load configuration was found to have a VSWR of less than 1.03, A

with respect to a 200-olm system, over the frequency 2ange from 100 to

2000 MIz.

The two additional standards shown in Figure 11-1 .- Ce the short-

circuit and open-circuit terminations. The short circuit consists of

two &XC pins attached perpendicular to a metal block. The pins are

identical in length, diameter., and spacing to those useed for the 200-

olin-load termination. The reference plane to wich the driving-point

impedance data presented isi t.ue next section refer, is defined by the

plane metal s.rface comneczed to the pins. The plane surface of the

mtal block was made large enough that essentially all of the fields

about the transmission line terminate on it.

The open circuit simply consists of two BXC pins attached to the

Anzac ba~un. These pins are again identical to those used for the

other two standard terminations, so that the open circuit occurs at the

reference plane defined by the short-circuit termination. Because of

Calibration for these measurements was completed using Hewlett-Packard

coaxial standards connected to the network analyzer reflection port.

Specifically, the plane at which phase c=-paririons of the incident
and reflected waves are made.
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fringing capacitance at the open end of the pins. the open-circuit

ternination does not appear as a perfect open circuit. Howe-er, the

fringing capacitance at the open end of the pins nzs computed. and the

calibration data Were corrected accordingly.

In addition to the calibration standards just described, three

terminations of kno-n characteristics vere needed to teasure the el;'-c-

trical properties of the conpact blims designed at SRI. Like t.'"

calibration standards, these teRminations were a very-low-ref?- tion I
4

resistive load, a short circuit. and an open circuit. A slaitch of

the resistive load is sh-an in Figure 11-2- The lead is sailar to the

calibration-stndard load described above, in that it is a balanced la A

consisting of t-wo carbon resistors connected in series- However. t e

inPedance requirecents are differet, since the compact balmus required

a 132-olin ternination for its tery-lo-reflection load- -As sbo-n in

Figure 11-2. t: selected 6-ol= resistors are each s--pred ba. 2

-metal block and re connected in series by shortir4 each bloc tgether.

Mother end of each resistor J connected to a separate MC pin, and

th_- pia r sp~aced 15; mt -i's apart. The two pins fern- a trans mssion
line with a characteristic inpda-ne of 144 als in free space.

pieces of dielectric aterial were imserted betwn the pins to 7educe
the charnc-teristic i-nped-ance to 132 ohn-s- . Ea ch piece of dielectric

-r-s copper clad on one side a put together so t-hat the corler-cl--_d

~sides pressed against each othr fol -min a ground pi -e as sl i n

See Eqs. (s) through (10), Ref. 2. Note tiat Eq. (S) of Ref. 2 seouid

read a = 2 tan (0.0003142-F-C).

The 132-oin inpedance is the real part of the average driving-point

inpedance of both antennas in 'their radizting freency bands as

deternined by the 3ieasur-eents discussed in Section_ III.

!i
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Figure 11-2- -As %as don-e Awith tbe calibration-sand~raz!12d. ec-hC

resistor in the compact-balun t load vas neasured separately wi th tbe

network =- 2nalrzer ky. connecting a commial-cm-necto- center pin to a

Sa6Vr pi= and the outer condctor of the connector to the gromd

p1 ) The depth of each resistor in it-s suipporting ntal block cas

adjusted to niiize reactance- %be-m the neasurenrents for each resistor

were cembined. the totalI S=R of the firnal load configuration. referemned

to 132 olb. -as less t'3an lC4 orer tbe frequemcy range fro 100 to

15(K 3Mz. =nd less U=a 1-08 -u-n to '2000 M~z-

The short-circumit and ope-cIrcmit ternimatimms used in reasuring

the electrical properties of the ca-ct balzmrs differeci physically frcon

the cal ibra-tion Stamards 6escribed azD-e only in thei r pin spaci ng.

naterial to lovez their charzacteri-ici imnpeance to 132 ols.
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radiated further 21ong the spi_-zl conductors. As frequency is increased,

of course. the pri-ary---de radiation region noves closer to the cester

of the spiral until the feed terminals are reached. At this point,

the primary-mode upper radiating-frequency limit (or higher-frequency

ct. off) is reached and the secondary node becomes the dominant mode of

radiation. Thus, in the following discussions, the radiating-frequency

range of the spiral antennas is defined and the antenna characteristics

are explained in ters of the primary .;de of radiation only. I
In obtaining the driving-point inpedance data for the spiral

artennas, no particular attention was given to ho the outer ends of the

spiral antennas were terninated. This nas because the results from the

pre-ious contract.- under -hich various wars of terminating the spiral

anten-s -ere investigated, shored that any termination co-ld be used

without affecting the driving-point impedance within the radiating-

I
frequency range of the antennas. The upper radialing-frequency linit

is primarily determined by the finitea antenna-feed-point spacing,

w-zereas the lower 1li=-i t is determined by the outer radius of the spiral.

t-e average drivin-point iz -ance found for each spiral antenna -as

deter-m.ined only fro data obtained within these frequency limits. Below

the lower r-diation-£eqency 1l--it, driving-point inpedance is ext.ely

ero tic =-less the antenna outer ends are properly terainated. T

th-ey are, te driving-point iiwdance is also r--latively constznt do'n

to t lower frequencies, but in any case the frequency limits for gotd

ra diation are unaffected.

The ends of the spirals vere left essentially as ther Were for the

fonzer contract (Ref. 1); the ends of the 24-inch spiral were let open

-A tie ends of the 12-inch spiral --ere shorted to the outer antenna

neta=! --reort ring.
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B. Discussion of Self-Complementary Spiral-Antenna Characteristics

1. Electrical Properties N

To interpret the driving-point-impedance data presented in

this section as well as the data presented in subsequent sections,

knowledge of the general frequency characteristics of self-complementary

spiral antennas7 ,8 is necessary. These antenna characteristics are now

summarized below.

The frequency band for good radiation is determined by the

physical dimensions of the antenna. Radiation occurs in an annular

region with average circumference of one wavelength at the frequency of I
excitation. Since any physically realizable antenna has finite size,

its radiating-frequency band will be limited. The upper frequency limit

of the radiating band is Oqtermiined by the finite center-feed-terimnal

spacing, since at the feed points the spiral elements end abruptly. As

the excitation frequency is lowered, the radius of the radiating region

increases until it reaches the outer ends of the spiral elements. At

this point the lower frequency limit of the radiating band is reached.

Within the radiating frequency band of the antenna the driving-

point impedance is constant and has a theoretical value of approximately

188 ols in free space. If the frequency is increased through the upper

radiating-frequency limit, erratic behavior of driving-point impedance

is expected during the transition from the primary to the secondary

mode of radiation. If the frequency is decreased below the lower fre-

quency limit, currents are reflected from the outer ends of the spiral.

*

This assumes an infinite spiral and that the electric fields extend
only into free space (i.e., no field interaction with the dielectric

support of the spiral, which would lower the impedance).
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This causes high VSWR and erratic behavior with variation in frequency

of the driving-point impedance. This erratic behavior 2t the lower

frequencies may be alleviated somewhat by properly terminating the outer

ends of the spiral such that the low-frequency currents are absorbed

rather than reflected. Extending the frequency range for constant

driving-point impedance is important in some applications.

In practice, spiral antennas have dielectric material backing

for support (typical are printed-circuit spiral antennas). The presence

of the dielectric material will lower the driving-point impedance by an

amount that depends on the dielectric constant and on the ratio of

dielectric thickness to conductor spacing at the center of the antenna.

Generally, the presence of the dielectric material will also lower both

frequency limits of the radiating band, but since the ratio of dielectric

thickness to conductor spacing is usually small at the outside of the

spiral compared to that ratio at the antenna center, the lower frequency

limit will remain virtually unchanged. These characteristics will be

discussed in more detail later.

2. Transmission-Line Analogy

The spiral antenna, driven at its center, may be thought ofI

as a kind of transmission line, consisting of spiral stripline con-

ductors, terminated in the antenna radiation resistance. This analogy

may be explained by the fact that the current distribution along adjacent
0

spiral conductors is approximately 180 out of phase except in the

annular region where the antenna is radiating. In this region the

currents are approximately in phase. Thus, from the center of the

spiral to the radiating region, two adjacent spiral conductors act

like a transmission line terminated in the radiating region, which acts

as an antenna radiation resistance. The radiation resistance is matched

to this equivalent transmission line in the sense that nost of the
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energy traveliixg along the line is radiated into free space from the

radiating region of the antenna.

To carry this analogy further, it is seen that the length

of the equivalent transmission line is variable, depending on frequency.

At the lower radiating-frequency limit, the length is maximum and is

equal to the path length of the spiral conductors from the center-feed

terminals to the outer ends. Below the low-frequency limit the radiation

resistance effectively becomes infinite and all the energy traveling

down the equivalent transmission line is reflected back to the source

(i.e., the center-feed terminals).

With the aid of this analogy it is seen that the spiral

antenna excites tim types of electric fields within the radiating-

frequency range of the antenna. The radiating fields are of one type;

energy in these fields is radiated into free space or, analogously,

dissipated into the antenna radiation resistance. The other fields are

transmission-line-like fields, which extend from one adjacent spiral

conductor to the other. These fields, interacting with the dielectric

media about the antenna, determine the characteristic impedance of the

equivalent transmission line and, furthermore, determine the wavelength

of the frequency of excitation. This characteristic impedance is

equal to the transmission-line input impedance, or, analogously, to the

spiral-antenna driving-point impedance, when the transmission line is

terminated in a matched load (the antenna radiation resistance in this I
analogy). The transmission-line-type fields responsible for 1h'b

characteristic impedance of the equivalent transmission line are termed I
the 'non-radiating" fields in this report.

C. Doscription of Building Materials and Antenna Orientations

The complex driving-point impedance was measured for the 12-inch I

and 24-inch spiral antennas when the antennas were placed against

19



several types of building materials. These materials included (1) a

44-by-46-inch brick and mortar wall, (2) a 44-by-46-inch brick and

mortar wall covered with 1/4-inch plaster, (2) a 36-by-48-inch plaster-

board (Sheetrock) wall with two studs spaced 8 inches on either side of

the center line of the wall (16 inches apart), and (4) a 36-by-48-inch

hardwood floor with two joists spaced 8 inches on either side of the

center line of the floor (16 inches apart). In each case measurements

were taken with the dielectric side of the antenna placed tightly against

the center of the material. The antenna was driven by means of the

Anzac balun, described in Section II-A, connected to the opposite (metal)

side of the antenna. For the wall and floor structures, measurements

were also made with the antenna centered over a stud, or joist, and for

the latter case the antenna was positioned against the hardwood-floor

surface and against the joists supporting the hardutod floor (i.e.,

unde.zeath the floor). In addition, impedance measurements were obtained

with a 30-inch-square sheet of plate glass, 1/16-inch thick, covering

the metal side of the antenna and with an oil-painting type canvas

between the glass plate and the antenna. For these last measurements

the antenna was supported by styrofoam placed agzi.nst its dielectric

side and was driven by connecting the Anzac balun to the antenna through

two small holes cut into the glass and canvas.

D. Driving-Point-Impedance Characterist:.cs of Antennas

1. Data for the 24-inch Antenna

To establish a reference case, driving-point-impedance measure-

ments were made with the antennas situated in free space. The results

-= for the 24-inch antenna are shown in Figures III-1 and iII-2. The real

and imaginary parts of driving-point impedance are plotted in Fig-

ure III-1(a) as functions of the log of frequency, and the same data

are shown on the Smith chart in Figure 111-2. The Smith chart is
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are normalized to 200 ohms (generator impedance). The data were obtained
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normalized to 200 ohms, which is the output impedance of the Anzac

balun driving the antenna. The Smith-chart plot covers the frequency

range from 100 to 1500 MHz, but the impedance plot (Figure III-1(a))

shows additional data obtained at frequencies up to 4000 MHz. These

additional data are shown so that the upper frequency limit of the

spiral-antenna radiation band can be approximated. Small fluctuations

in the driving-point impedance, occurring within the radiating band of

the antenna, are caused by reflections from objects in the vicinity of

the antenna and to some extent by spiral imperfections. These fluctua-

tions are averaged out of the data presented in Figure III-I and the

subsequent figures of this section. The VSWP. and the magnitude of the

reflection coefficient are shown in Figure III-l(b). The VSWR would be

improved over the radiating frequency band by driving the spiral with

a balun whose output impedance was less thar 200 ohms.

The radiating frequency band of the spiral antenna may be

approximated by determining the frequency range over which the driving-

point impedance is relatively constant or over which it exhibits

relatively small fluctuations compared to the large fluctuations else-

where. For the case of the 24-inch antenna in free space, the lower

radiating frequency limit, as seen in Figure III-l(a), is about 140 MHz.

This frequency is consistent with that measured in the previous contract.

The upper radiating frequency limit is somewhat more difficult to

determine from Figure II-1(a), however, but it appears that the antenna

will radiate (in the primary mode) well beyond 1500 MHz, which is the

specified upper measurement frequency for this contract.

The accuracy of the impedance curves of Figure 1lI-1 above 2000 MHz is

in qeustion because the electrical properties of both the Anzac balun

used to drive the antenna and the standard load used in calibration

are degraded above this frequency.
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Over the radiating frequency range of the 24-inch antenna i

situated in free space, Figure III-l(a) shows that the real part of the

driving-point impedance is about 125 ohms and the imaginary part is i!
close to zero. The driving-point impedance over the radiating frequency I

range is less than the theoretical value of 188 ohms for self-comple-

mentary spiral antennas because the spiral antenna is etched on a

dielectric material and because the self-complementary structure of the

antenna ends abruptly at the two antenna feed points. The presence of

the dielectric material causes the driving-point impedance to decrease

because near the center of the antenna the non-radiating fields interact

significantly with the dielectric printed circult board. The non-

radiating fields are closely bound within the dielectric material near

the antenna center because of the large dielectric-thickness-to-

conductor-spacing ratio. The antenna manufacturer, in fact, apparently

tried to compensate for the decrease in impedance by departing from the

complementary structure along the antenna in the vicinity of its center.

The interaction between the non-radiating fields and the dielectric

material close to the spiral antenna is discussed in some detail below.

As indicated in Figure 111-1, VSWR is nearly constant in the

radiating frequency band, but is not near unity. This is because the

resistive component of the driving-point impedance is significantly less

than 200 ohms and thus a mismatch exists between the spiral antenna

and the 200-ohm balun. As seen in Figure III-1, the resistive compoment

averages about 125 ohms in the frequency range between 140 and 1500 MHz.

Thus, if the antenna was driven with a 125-ohm balun instead of a

200-ohm balun, the VSWR would improve to a maximum value of 1.12 over

the 140-to-1500-.?Hz frequency range.

Below 140 MHz the 24-inch antenna does not radiate efficiently.

Hence, currents reach the ends of the spiral antenna and are reflected

24
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back to the center. This causes the large ripples in driving-point

impedance below 140 MHz as seen in Figure III-1. When the data are

plotted on a Smith chart. as in Figure 111-2, large impedance-curve

loops result. As the frequency increases to 140 MHz. the curve spirals

inward to a small region. Above 140 MHz, the points fall within the

small circle centered at (0.63 - jO.05).

The results of the driiving-point-impedance measuremants

obtained for the 24-inch spiral antenna when in the pre . nce of large

dielectric building materials are shown in Figures 111-3 and 111-4.

The relative positions of the antenna and the various dielectric bodies

are described in Section III-C. In both figures the real and imaginary

parts of driving-point impedance are plotted as functions of the log

of frequency. It was indicated previously that only the driving-point

impedance within the radiating frequency band of the spiral antennas

is of interest; hence, the following discussion concentrates on the

data obtained within this frequency band.

It is noted, first of all, that the radiating frequency band

changes depending on the type of dielectric material placed against

the antenna. This is seen when comparing Figures 111-3 and 111-4 with

Figure III-1, which shows the driving-point-impedance data for the case

when no dielectric building materials are pressed against the antenna.

Specifically, the lower radiating frequency limit is less for the cases

where building materials are positioned against the antenna than it is

for the case when the antenna is situated away from all building

materials. This is because the radiating fields interact with the

added dielectric material at the outer ends of the spiral, resulting in

a decrease of the wavelength on the spiral. This is discussed further

in Section III-D-2 below.
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As seen in Figures 111-3 and 111-4, some driving-point-

impedance fluctuations exist within the radiating frequency band of

the 24-inch antenna placed in juxtaposition with the building materials.

These fluctuations are caused by multiple reflections from the die-

lectric material inhomogeneities and from foreign objects within the

material such as nails. The fluctuations caused by multiple reflections

from objects such as nails [Figures III-3(d) and 111-3(e), for example]

are approximately periodic with the log of frequency. This is because

the nails interact mostly with the radiating fields but interact only

slightly with the non-radiating fields. That is, the input wave travels

the length of the spiral from the feed to the radiating regions, and

some of the wave is reflected from the nails and travels back clong the 3

spiral to the feed. The feed-to-radiating-region path length is

inversely proportional to the ratio of the input frequency to some

reference frequency. That is, the path length is proportional to minus

the logarithm of frequency. Below the radiating frequency band the

fluctuations are periodic with frequency (and hence appear aperiodic
* I.

on the semilog plots of Figure 111-3 ) because reflections take place

at fixed points on the spiral (i.e., at the outer ends of the spiral).

The fluctuations within the radiating frequency band, however, are

considerably less in a plitude then the impedance fluctuations outside

the radiating frequency range that are caused by reflections from the

ends of the spiral antenna. Most significantly, though, is the fact

that over the radiating frequency range of each antenna/building-

material combination, the average driving-point impedance is essentially

the same and furthermore differs insignificantly from the driving-point

impedance of 125 ohms for the 24-inch antenna situated in free space

(Figure T I-l).

This is more evident on the 12-inch antenna plots of Figure 111-7.
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Figure 111-4 shows the driving-point impedance of the antenna

for two cases when glass was placed against the metal side of the

antenna. Once again, the driving-point impedance is about the same as

for the antenna in free space.

In summary, the impedance data of Figures III-i through 111-4

show that, on the average, the driving-point impedance of the 24-inch

spiral antenna is 125 ohms over the radiating frequency band of the

antenna and is unaffected by the presence of the various types of

building materials brought in contact with the antenna. This is true

as long as the fields excited by the antenna near its center do not

interact with the building material. For the situations represented

in Figures III-i through 111-4, negligible interaction of these fields

with the various building materials occurred. In one case the materials

were separated from the metal spirol by the antenna dielectric support;

in the other case the spiral and glass (,r canvas) dielectric were

separated by air. The result that driving-point impedance is virtually

constant under the various conditions described above is desirable, for

it means that one matching network will suffice to match a 50-ohm source

impedance to the antenna driving-point impedance for all these conditions.

2. Discussion of Characteristics

a. Impedance

The reason that the driving-point impedance aver the

radiating frequency band of the antenna is essentially unaffected when

the antenna is placed against large dielectric bodies can be explained

using the transmission-line analogy introduced in Section III-B-2. As

mentioned there, the spiral antenna can be thought of as consisting of

two regions. These are the Pon-radiating region in the center of the

antenna, and the radiating region. There is, of course, a gradual
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rather than a sharp transition between the two regions. Other non-

radiating and radiating regions also exist outside the primary radiating

region, but are of no interest here. The fields and modes that exist in

these two different regions are very different from each other. The

exact details of the currents and fields in the two regions need not

be kncwn, however, for the following qualitative discussions in this

subsection and Section III-D-2-b.

Consider first how the dielectric sheet supporting the

spiral conductors affects the characteristic impedance of the equivalent-

transmission-line representaticn )f the non-radiating region. Near the

antenna center, where all dimensions are very small compared to wave-

length, the currents flowing along the spirals will be nearly out of

phase in adjacent conductors. Most of the electric fields that start

on one conductor can be expected to teilnate on the adjacent conductor 4,

and thus will not extend far from the plane containing the spirals.

The situation will be somewhat an3logour to the tw-strip transviission

lines shown in cross section in Figure 111-5. In Figure 111-5(a), thle

spacing between strips is small compared to the ihickness of the support

dielectric, so that most of the electric field on the dielectric side

c f the strips is within the dielectric. The result on impedance is

essertially the same as if the support dielectric were infinitely thick.

Adding a second dlielectric on the same side, then, such as the building

material indicated in Figure II-5, will not change the impedance of the

transmission line significantly. This situation is analogous to that

existing at the center of the spiral antenna. For the strips shown in

Figure 11-5(b), on the other hand. the strip spacing is not small

compared to the thickness of the support dielectric, and muzh of the

electric field passes through it. The characteristic impedance of

this widely spaced transmission line will be affected by the absence

or presence of additional dielectric beyond the suppnrt dielectric.
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FIGURE 111-5 CROSS-SECTION VIEW OF SPIRAL ANTFNNA DEPICTING INTERACTION
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BROUGHT IN CLOSE CONTACT WITH ANTENNA
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This situation is analogous to a part of the spiral antenna far from the

antenna center yet still in the tnon-radiating region.

The u4sual jirinted spiral ant-,nnas are proportion~ed such

that the ratio of spiral width to spacing to the next spiral is the

same a'- any location on the antenna. If these conductors vre ina

anifoif dielectric Pedium, such as free space. then the Impedance lzivelIseen by a non-radiating wave traveling along the spiralF will be the

same at all pozitions on the spiral. The conductors of the antennas

being discussed are not in free space, but are supported on a dielectric

sheet of uniform thickness. The ratio of this dielectric tlhickness toI
spacing between adjacent conductors it; large at the antenna center, but

small at the outside edge. As a result, the equiva~en t iinpedznce seenL

by a non-radiating wave will be a function of position along the spiral.

The impedance will vary Zrom low at the input terminals to a higher

value approaching the impedance of the- spiral in fr'ee space as the wave

propagates outward along the spiral.

*Some numerical values might be of interest even though they are not

essential to the discussion. r-or a s-elf-complemei~tary, zero-thicimess
spiral in free space, the theoretical input impedance is 188 ohms. If 4
such a spiral were mo-unted en an infinitely thick piece of dielectric
with relative dielectric constant; e , it is expected that th- impe- N

dance -. old be lower-ed toI ., 1/? c )/2 = 109 oh7.: fo;- s r 5. An
-'=5 is typical ol _-Poxy-fiber-1ass circuit boards, bct is not known

to apply tW these antennas. Thus, "n irpedan-ce level on the order of
110 oI,=s could ',e expected at the antenna center. Two other factors
also influence the impedance. One is that the ratio ol conductor

thiclkness to condurctor svacing is great enough near the antenna center
to further loswer tbe impedence. The recond factor is that these

.ntezia are coflstru, tcd wit'- the spiral wXidth near the :Pntenna center

less than thzt of 3 self-complen-entary structure, 'which raises the
.ripe-dance to partial2y compensate for the impedance-lowering factors.
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The impedance taper along th- spiral is not necessarily

undesirable. The impedance changes slo;Wly along t!!e spiral, so the

input wave experiences only small reflections as it propagates along the

taper. Once the wave reaches the radiating region most of the power Js

radiated. still with essentiallJ no reflection. As long as none, or

very little, of the input waLr. is reflected back toward the driving

generator. the input impedance is constant and equal to the character-

is tic impedance at the input r#1 the spiral.

Based on the preceding disc--ssiou, it is now obvious why

the measured driving-point imueG .nce does not change significantly when

the spiral antenna is placed with its dielectric side against var1nuf

dielectric building materials. The bui(I'i.rij; ma2i--"*a: lowers the impe-

dance for those portions of the spiral far from the center,. %,_ rt at

the center. The impedance taper along the spiral is changed, but it is

still a gradual taper with low reflection. Therefore, the input impe-

dance is still equal to the same spiral-center characteristic impedancv.

The particular case where the glasb was placed on the

.etal side of the antenna requires separate comment. It was discovered

after the data were taken that the metal eyelets forming the connections

to the spiral center held tne glass away from the spiral conductors.

The r-sulting air gap was evidently thick enough that the closely

bound non-radiating fields did not extend from the spiral out to the

glass at the antenna center. In this case again, the material close to

the antenna did not change the impedance at the antenna center. It did,

of course. interact with the fields farther out on the antenna to cause

a new, but gradual and reflectionless, impedance t2per with the same

input impedance.

Thus it is seen that the impedance taper is not only

innocuous. but the presence of the dielectric that causes the impedance
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taper has 3n unexpected benefit. This benefit is that the antenna

driving-point impedanve is very insensitive to the presence of oiher

dielectric materials near the antenna.

b. Cutoff Frquencies

As ha; been stated earlier in the report, the radiation

cutoff fraquencies are determined by the one-wavelength-circumference

radiation region touchin- the outer or inner ends of the spiral. In

oider to explain how Lhe presence of dielectric materials near the

spiral affects the cutoff frequencies, it will be helpful to review

why some regions of the antenna do not radiate but others do radiato.

For siriplicity, the discussion will begin assuming no dielectric uear

the spiral conductors.

Figure 111-6(a) shows some turns of the spirals in a

region where all dimensions-are very small compared to wavelength. For

simplicity, only thin lines are used to indicate the spirals. Consider

so;e instant in time when current is flowing onto the solid-line spiral

at Point I; and off of the other spiral at Point 2 as indicated by the

arrows. Follourng the solid-line spiral around a half tujLs.n, a full turn,

etc.,. the current has undergone negiigible phase shift, so it is still

oriented counterclockwise. Similarly, all current arrows on the dashed-

line spiral are oriented clockwise. Both currents are continuous along

the conductors, even though only discrete ar rows appear on the figure.

Note the 2ternating directions of the current arrows. The far-field

radiation component from any given current increment is canceled by the

opposite current in the adjacent conductor. Not only that, but the M

*V
The reader is reminded that this discussion is only qualitative. -See

R_.f. 8 for fine details of the actual current distributions.
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current an the same conductor is oppositely directed in space a half

turn around -he spiral.

Now consider a region that is not small compared to

wavc~e.igth--specifically, the r-gion wit h average c4rC:.imIerence equal

to a wavelength. At some time: instant, a current maximum exi!'.ts with

the current direction counterclockwise at Point 3 on Figure 111-6(b).

Recalling that the current for a traveling wave varies sinusoidally

along the direction of propagation, it is clear that at the given time

instant lie current is zero a quarter turn around the spiral, and

maximum again a half tu:m arot id the spiral. The current st O.i .

second maximum is, howevter, reversed from counterclockwise to clockwise.

Note that both current arro's now point to the right, so that theirI contributioas to the far-field radiat'on along the antenna axis add in

phase. Point 4 in Figure 111-6(b) is on the other spiral and is chosen

to be the same distance from the feed as Point 3. Thus the currents at

Points 3 and 4 are still out of phase in the sense of direction of

travel along the spirals. Compare the arrow orientations a' Points 1

and 3 and at Points 2 and 4. The current at Point -1 is clockwise, and

reverses to counterclockwise a half turn around the dashcd-line spiral.

Now the current increments in adjacent conductors are in the same

direction as seen from a distant point on the antenna axis, so that all

radiation components add in phase.

For a few tunis of the spirals inside and outside the

wavelength-circt.2fe-ence circle, the current maxima will depart from the

*

At this time instant, all the currents pictured in Figure 111-6 are

radiating a linearly polarized field. As time progresses, the currents

turn as they follow the spiral. The result is that the far-field

vector rotates once per RF cycle--that is, the far field is circularly

polarized.
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half-;-urn spacing depicted ivi Figure 111-60b), and the current incre-

rents zpp-ced around the spiral a half turn will depart somewhat from

r3iating exactly in phase. The phase relationships ar close enough

to being correct, however, that significant radiation occurs from

several turns. Just how many turns depends on how tightly the spiral

i s woun '.

Now that the necessary phase relationships for good

radiation have been covered, the effect of adding dielectric material

near the spiral conductors will be discussed. Obviously, mount-ng

the spirals on a dielectric support sheet will slow the wave as it

propagates out along the conductors. For a given excitation frequency,

then, the wavelength along the spiral will be shortened, and the

diameter of the radiating region decreased. Referring to Figure 111-5,

it is readily apparent that the wave will be slowed the most near the

antenna center where the electric fields to the left of the spiral are

all within the support dielectric, and the wave will be slowed very

little out near the antenna edge where most of the electric field on

the left passes through the support dielectric and out into air again.

Thus it is expected that the dielectric support sheet will lower the

upper cutoff frequency for the primary radiation mode considerably,

but the dielectric support sheet will lower the lower cutoff frequency

only slightly.

Finally, .,hen the an-enna is placed with its dielectric

side against the building materials, the fields near the spiral center

An estimate of the change factor for the upper cutoff frequency is

l/ r + l)/2 0.6 (i-e., -40 percent chaw.<e), for a support dielectric

constan. - .
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do not reach th'at material. so the upper cu.toff frequency is not 1l)wered

further. The fields near the o~utside of the antenna do extend into the

building Mterial as illustrated in Figure 111-50b), so that the

presence of the additional dielectric will lowrer further the lower

radiation cutoff frequency. The data of Figures 111-1 threLugh 111-4

clearly show this effect.I

=3. Data for the 12-Inch Antenna

The measured driving-point impedance and related data for the

12-inch spiral antenna are sho-a in Figures tIl-7 through 111-9- The

real and imaginary parts of drie-ing-point im-pedance are plotted in

Figure 111-7(a) as functions of the log of fxequency for the case~ whenA

the 12-inch antenna is situated in free space!; the save data are shn.,-

F- on the Smith chart in Figure 111-8. As in the case of the 24-inch-

2atenna rneasurenments, the Snlth chart is wninieized to the 2&0-ohn

Anzac balun output impedance. and tne plo: covers the frequency range

from 100 to 1500 M~Hz- The VSWR and the ngrtude of the reflection

cc-efficient are show~n in Figrure 111-70b). Th-e real and v2±ar pr-.s

of iriving-point impedance are plotted as fNEctions oil the lo4 of

frequency in Fig-are 17-1-9 for several of the 12-iJnch-antc-:nxa ballding-

material co--!inations discussed in- Section 1IIE-C.

Tue 12-inch spiral arzenra is essen-tially a 2:1 scaled-down

vcrsion 01,' the '24-iinch antenna. Two parazueterr that are not scaled. A

ho ever. are the thiztmess of the dielectric circuit boare. suppL-rtiii

the antennas and the thickness ofr the spiral stripline conductors. TheJI

forCE:dieeticanELE2Ent o thr conuctrs :z:I ZJZ :cr_- tese
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This is seen when comparing the l--inch-antenrra impedance data with the

24-inch-antenna impedance data. Figure 111-7(a) shows, lor example,

that the average driving-point Impedance over the radiating frequency

range of the 12-inch antenna is about 137 ohms. The radiaticg frequency

range is seen to begin at about 300 72iz and to extend beyond the

1500-,iz upper-operating-requency requirement. These values are for

the case when the 12-inch antenna was situated in free space. Comparable

values for the 24-inch antenna, as seen from Figure III-l(a), are

125 ohms for the average ariving-point impedance and 140 MHz for the

lower-radiating-f.requency limit. The driving-point impedances are Pot

exactly equal because the i.aportant ratios of the spiral conductor

dimensions (thickne.s, width, and the spiral complementary spacing/ to

the thickness of the dielectric circuit board supporting the antenna

are not maintained equal for the two antennas. For this reason also,

the frequency scaling is not exactly 2:1; hence, the lower radiating

f:-equency limit of the 12-inch antenna is not exactly twice that of the

24-inch antenna as one might expect, since the circumrfe;ences of the
two antennas differ by a factor of two.

The data plotted in Figures 111-70) and 1I1-8 are essentially

the same data shown in Figure 111-7(a) but in di2ferent form. Figure

111-7(b) shows the reflection coefficient and VSWVR, as functions of the I
log of frequency, looking into the feed terminals relative to a 200-ohm

source impedance. if the ancenna was driven by a 137-ohm source, the

VSIM would improve to a maximum value of 1.13 over the 200-to-1500-Mz

frequency band. The Smith-chart data (Figure 111-8), which also are

relative to 200 ohms, show lqrge impedance-Purve loops occurring out-

side the radiating frequency band. As discussed previously for the

24-inch antenna Smi th-chart plot, the large loops are due to the long

path length that the energy reflected from the outer ends of the spiral

must travel. As the frequency increases to 300 M"z. the curve spirals

47
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irward to a small region. Above 300 MHz the points fall within the

small circle centered at (0.68 + jO).

The data plotted in Figure Il-9 show the driving-point-

impedance characteristics of the 12-inch antenna when in the presence

[of various dielectric building materials that were disc-assed in Section

II-C. As for the case of the 24-inch antenna, the building materials

were brought against the dielectric support side of the antenna. The

impedance data of Figure 111-9 are comparzble to the impedance data

for the 24-inch antenna shown in Figure 111-3. The differences between

the data are the same discussed above: The 2:1 1requency scaling is

not exact, nor are the driving-point impedances measured under the sae

conditions exactly equal. As before, the driving-point impedance within

the radiating frequency band of the antenna fluctuates with frequency,

but on the average equals the value of impedance when the antenna is

situated in free space (Figure 111-7). The reason the presence cf the

dielectric materials does not affect the driving-point impedance within

the radiating-frequency range of the antenna has been previously dis-

cussed in connection with the 24-inch-antenna data, and no further

aiscussion will ensue here. Let it suifice to say that the ave-rage

driving-point impedance measured for the 12-inch spiral antjnna within

the radiating frequency band is 137 ohms, and, as for the case of the

24-inch antenna, remains the same for all the conditions under "'hich

the measurements were made.

Ii2
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!V DR1XqNG-POi._ IMP-DANCE OF A SPIRAL A.NTENDEAI FEj BY A T'V-U'XP.E TRANSMISSION LINE

I The purpose of thAs section is to sho" how the driving-point

impedance of a spiral an-cenna is affected by running a two-wire tr-ans-

mission line in close proximity to the antenna. mhe effect on driving-

paint impedance due to the presence of a trnsmission line is of concern

because of the low-profile requirement on the antenna and associated

matching-ntwork configuration. This requirement necessitates moving

the matching network (the compact balun. discussed in Section V) from

the center to the edge of the antenna and connecting the two by means

of a two-wire transission line.

The 12-inch spiral anter-na was used in this investigation. The

antenna was driven by the 200-ohm Anz c balur (see Section II-A) that

Lwas connected to the antenna by means of twin-lead-parallel-pair

transmission line, 19.3 cm long. Tne transmission line first extended

perpendictlarly Xrom the antenna feed termifals and then turned to run

parallel wi th the copper printed-circuit side of the antenna as shown in

Figure IV-. The orientation of th~e traaism:s.ian line was such that the

p.ane containing its two zire conductors was parallel with the plane

of the antenna. The trznsmission line was turned parallel witi' the

antenna in this plane, with a -mall radius bend as opposed to a sharp

right-angle bend. Driving-point-impedance measurements vere made for

various v-les of d indicated in Figure IV-l. The distanve. d. in thi.

figure is defined as the distance from the spiral conductors to the

pl-mne contairsing the wire centers for the two-were transmission line.

*

tsore and Asnociates C05AO50.
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The driving-point imvedance for the various positios of the

tran_&aission line was found by neasuring the ccmplex reflection o-

efficient at the connection between the balun and transmission line and

mathemtically determining the ipedance at the antenna-feed terminalZ.

To do this it gas necessary to Imo the characteristic impedance and

electrical length of the transmission line. Both parameters were

measured with the network analyier (see Section lI-A). The character-

isziz impedance was fourd to be 159.2 ohms and the -lectrical length

for the 19.3-cm line -as found to bc 28 cm. The measured r&flection

data. no=a'ized to the 2"3-olhm balun cutput impedance, was renormalized

to thNe characteristic impedane of 159.2 ohms. The data reference

he manufactorer specified the characteristic impedance of the trans-
mission line (Gore CG5A050) to be 150 ohms.
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plane at the ' onnection between the balun and transmission line was

shifted 2S cm along the electrical length of the transoi-sion line to

driving-point i.pedance of the antenna was then determined from the

renormalized reflection coefficient data. The assumption w'as made that

the transtaission-line losses were negligible.

The real and imaginary pzrtz of driving-point i=pedance over the

frequency range from 100 to 1500 Iz are plotted in Figure IV-2 for

various values of distance, d, defined in Figure !V-1. The figure

shows that when the transmis-ion line is close to the antenna, there is

significant fluctuatiLon of driving-point impedance with frequency in

the radiating band of the antenna. When the transmission line is

perpendicular to the antenna [Figure IV-2(a)!, impedance variations

over the radiating frequency band are minor, since this configuration

minimizes the interactions between the fields from the anterna and

trans-mission line. This iipeaance variation with frequency is very

similar to the case in which the antenna is driven directly by the balun,

as sho-n in Figure III-7(a). The differences that do exist may be

attributed in part to the fact that the transmission line is not pe-

fectly lossless and in part to the inevitable mismatches that occur at

the connection between the balun and transmission line and between the

transmission line and antenna. When the transizisbion line is brought

to within about 2 inches of the antenna, driving-point-impedance fluc-

tuations appear over the radiating frequency 3and as shown in Figure

IV-2(b). As the transmission line is brought closer to the antenna

*A

The radiating frequency basd of the 12-inch antenna begins at 300 3Mz

and extends br~-ond 1500 kz as discussed in Section III-D-3.
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.Figre' IV-2(c) throu;-h (e)) the fluctuations be-ce greater =n -re

greatest when the trazsisson line touches the antenna [Figure IV-2(f)J.

--.i==L 'ZN"R within the radiat-'ng-i-rcrjnc range- the

antenna a seen at the ante'na-feed terni-,s increases as the tra-s- ii
mission linE vores close r to te -antenna- This larster, r 7!2t-_ve t-o

the avera-ge 12-inch-2utenna driving-po-nt inpedance of_ 137 o _ = - e

Section 111-D-3), is shown in Table 17-'l for the s=--e tr-omssion-line

positions. d. r-epreseted in F'ig-ure I'V-2. It is seen fron th t~ble

that the nis twi for the case bnen the t.-nsnission !: t-uches
th e aatenna is twi~ce th nai S~ resltin when the trasussion

line is perpe-dicular to the antenna. h Y -,e s of n-iun VS 1 in
iTable ;T-1. howver.r are deten-An-- not onl-. tr the transmissxon-lin

and antenna field interactions, blt by ttzt =isnat-Oes that occur at t:

transaission-line connections to the balun an-d to the antenma. This is

seen ----en co paring the maxi== VS- for the case when the tran uission

line is perpendicular to the 2nten-L with the- case when the antenna,

situated in free space, is dri-en dirctly by the balu-.. In the latter

case the -axim VSIR is 1.10, zs w-as indicated in Section iII-D-3.

Conparing this rlue witn the values in Table IV-! gives one a Scnewhzt

quanti tative -eaasre of the sd-.e.-e effect of running a transmission

i ne. as sbown in Figure IV-l. close to th! antenna. Hove-er. this

effect is seen =or- clearly when qualitatively L-'opr.-ing Figure II-7

with Figure it-2.

One additional neasurenent was e to deternine wether the trans-

=nission-line fields inter-ctimg wt the ante=na or the antenn fields

interacting with the trawaission line caused the no-st ntemna Civig-

point-inpedance degrzdstion. The driring-point i=pe- ance of th l-

inch antenna was nesured with the tras issioa-line faed perpenicular

to the antenna .aS in Fig-ure I-2(2a- j-b.t with a d=- tramn5ission
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UM =i VAWZ3 -' OF-SVa C2)CU1--- lX MADUA1NG

FR1~l &'Am OF IE 2-I4NM -AYJDYA Fm -Css4XL

Lin Pbite cD2--reIpoomQ~m

0-5 IFigure 17-2(d)1-
0-05 Figure IV-2(e) 2-8

0-ois Figure lr-2(1)2-

The TSn ralves am~ relativ to 157 o!=s a~d crresoa to thle ~i
dziring-point -r-mimAnj=ce v-alues s-o= in Figure ;Y-2-

!Defizird ina Figure IT-!



1ie. ;a =ches enag fsemeA to the wcpper printzed-c: rcit side of the

nar-77 Te -!n=3 tranr-tssion line ran fro the center to tie end

of the anvaan s orientet so thiat the plane containin=g the nLo

tre zcd -Ctors, 'ns paallto- the a n. The re wl as that

drir ~rint-flzusdance fltctnatieas,- within t:eraiaig reuec ban

of the 2neca occ-m-d X tb t1e same owrier- of ai t=!e as the fIlue-I

tnation-- tha-t owzcrred for zbe - e the tran-smission-lin-e feed rns

tozzchin the nts.fgue 1-C!). Bence. it appears thMat the

fields from the aztna reflected 6- the transmission= line back to the I
ann a wse th-e most signmificant degrzndation- of the antemma dil

pointizer-I

It is seemt. n that sign! fican-t drrnvm-zdnefluc-

t:Zaions within the radiating f *tqnc bnd -cr %be= the antenna is

fed using- a :-am-wxre trnmsso ize an-d vaem this tnsm isson line

is dct44r to fl--=anten=a- S=uch floC-tninions.- of se give rise to

higier TSRs at the an tenna-f eed termtinals relat ire to the arerace

drivxing-point1 iznpedazee of the antenna- To manana low pr-ofile

Xbhe t--e ines coMnected to its matching zzAetort (compact balun).

it 'as ncsarto r= the transmnission lime that ca=-ects tbe =nten

to the n'-hi= netuork. close to the antca. T= s a trazdeoffr

exists be:veen t2he- lot-profile and low-TSU req-iens In ese. a

tb-e distance t-ctnsrsio ln is t-pt &Pr= tMe rmtezn= is determnimed

bT the acceputable TS5M lervel at the cent-er tedasof the an-tenna..



V DESICGY OF THE 025~PT-r BALUN

A- 7Theorr

were were two principal objectives to be net by the balur. designed

at ER -T first was to provide a thin package consistent with the

size 9f the SZI (GSa) coaxial connector. The second cipjective was to

proride an- inpedance transfosmation fro= 132 ohms balanced to 50 oLbns

unbajanced. rather than 2GO to 50 ohms. (The 132-olin 1igure is the

a-verage of1 he neasured de-iving-po>ir.^t irpedances for the 12- and 2-4-I inzh spiral :antenna= over their .-es-pective radiating frequency b2ands,

as zas sho-xn in Section Ill-IL) Howr these objectives were net will be

explained in this section-.

Consider first the electrical design of the balun- The equivalentI

parts to this balun, a 4:1 balun 2nd an auto transfor--er- The pair of

+

0 
R

Z. V~

FIC-JRE V-1 EUJUVA-2024T CIRCU.T FOR THE COMPACT BALUN

ftm~ig~WA
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equal-length, equal-impedance transmission lines on the right in

Figure V-i form a balun xvith a 4:1 impedance transformation. The

resulting input impedance, Z n.2 = 132/4 = 33 ohms, is then transformed

up to near 50 ohms by the autotransformer on the left in Figure V-I.

The operation of the 4:1 balun portion will be discussed first. The

balanced load R should be excited so that at any instant in time one A
L

terminal is as far above ground potential as the other one is below

ground potential. Thus, a ground-potential point exists at the middle

ol the load, and the effective resistance from each load terminal to

ground is R /2. When the balanced load is properly excited, therefore,
L

each of the two transmission lines is temninated by a resistance R /2.
Choosing the characteristic impedance of each transmission line to be

Z = R /2, a condition of impedance match exists. Looking into theA
0 L

left-hand end of each transmission line, a pure resistance R /2 is also

mission lines in parallel gives a net input resistance of R /4.~L

The discussion to this point has implicitly assumed that each

transmission line supports only the desired TEI mode, with equal but A

opposite currents flowing in its two conductors. That is, it has been

assumed that eaci transmission line existed in free space with no other

conductors near it. As the 5alun is constructed, of course, a ground

plane exists near the transmission lines. Each transmission line can

thus support a second TEI mode in which the currents in the two wire A
conductors are equal and in the same direction, with the return current

flowing on the giound plane. in this mode, the two-wire transmission

line is equivalent to a sirgle, larger-diameter wire over ground. This

undesired mode can he suppressed by threaaing several toroidal beads

of ferrite along the length of the *ransmission line, with both wire

conctuctors passing through the hole of each toroid. With the undesired-

mode current passing through the bead centers, and the rorrn current
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flowing outside the beads, the undesired mode couples strongly to the

ferrite material. At sufficiently low frequencies such that the ferrite

has high permeability, the characteristic impedance for the undesired

riode is raised. When this impedance is made much higher than other

circuit impedances, very little power is coupled into the undesired

mode. At higher frequencies where the permeability of the ferrite

decreases. the ferrite becomes very lossy and introduces high resistance

in series with the undesired-mode current. This nct only dissipates

any energy existing in the undesired mode, but also reduces the amount

of energy converted to the undesired mode.

Returning to discussion of the balun equivalent circuit, note thatI the upper transmission line in Figure V-1 has the same wire grounded at

both ends of the line. if geometrical symmetry of the line is maintained,

here will not be any tendency for energy to couple from the desired

two-wire-line mode to the undesired mode. On the other hand, the lower

transmission line in Figure V-1 has oiAe wire grounded at the left, and

the other wire grounded at the right. This will produce strong coupling

of energy from the desired mode to the undesired mode. For proper

operation of the halun it is essential that the lower transmission line

be surrounded by ferrite in order to suppress the undesired mode.

Note that even with the transmission line threaded through the

ferrite beads, the desired two-wire-line mode is not affected much by

the ferrite. This is because the magnetization of the .rrite that

would be caused by the current in one wire is canceled by the opposite

current in the other wire. In order that the slight effect of the

ferrite on the desired mode be equal for each transmission line, ferrite

is used around both transmission lines. This preserves equal charac-

teristic impedance, electrical length, and loss for the two transmission

lines.
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The above discussion suggested using several ferrite toroids along

the length of the two-.wire line to suppress an undesired mode. The

same performance can be obtained by winding each two-wire line several

turns through a single ferrite toroid, as shown in Figure V-2. The

equivalence between the two geometries holds as long as the RF signal

current is small enough that tne ferrite is not saturated'. The single-[toroid, multiple-turn approach was used her- for tompactness. The

result resembles a bifilar-wound transformer more than a transmission

line, and indeed the electrical performance can also be explained using

transformer theory.

The other portion of the compact balun, the autotransformer, will

now be discussed. To step up the :Z-ohm impedance of the 4:1 balun to

50 ohms, the transformer should have a turns ratio of z50/32 = 1.25 =

5/4. This is a particularly fortunate requirement for turns ratio. It40

has been found by experience that autotransformers with turns ratios of

the form (n + l)/n can be constructed to be very broadband. In fact

they can be built having no inherent frequency-limiting elements such

as inductors, capacitances, or transmission-line stubs. This is not

the case for arbitrary choice of turns ratio. The practical frequency

limitations are set by the properties of the ferrite core on which the

autotransformer is wound. The high-frequency limit is set by increases Ain coze dissipation loss. The low-frequency limit is set by the

inductive reactance of the windings. The windings appear as a short

circuit at zero frequency. The higher the core permeability, the lower

in frequency will be the lower edge of the operating band. A large

number of turns also helps, within limits, but is inconsistent with

other requirements.

IF The autotransformer could he wound on its own ferrite toroidal

cDre. It was, however, wound on the same toroid as was the lower
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transmission line in Figure V-1. This resulted ;n lower overall dissi.-

pation loss than if separate ceres had been used, and also resulted in

a more compact device. That a core can be shared for two portions of

the bclun can be explained qualitatively as follows. Note that from the

ap on the autotransformer to ground there is a voltage drop V. This

C same voltage drop also exists between the left- and right-hand ends Cf

the lower transmission line in Figure V-l. If, then. the transmission

line is wound through the core n times, the lower n turns of the autc-

transfor-mer can be wound on the core in the same direction.

In constructing the autotransformer, the impedance between suc-

cessive turs should, in theory, be varied in a controlled msnner. In

practice it Js adequate to make the top turn relatively low impedance

and the remaining turns high impedance. This is accomplished by using

a wide strip as the first (top) ti.n, and fine wire for the remaining

turns. The ine wires are wound on the core first, and the wide strip

is wound on top of the wires. The tap of the autotransformer is a

metal island on the printed circuit board that also supplies the othei

connection points of the balun. Only the str-p makin% up the top turn

is visible in the photograph of Figure V-2.

One other important element in Figure V-i is the resistance

representing the dissipation loss of the autotransformer core. To a

good approximation. the value of this resistance can be calculated as

a constant times the square of the number of turns. For the ferrite

cores used, this constant is 10 ohms per turn squared, giving R -
loss

250 on-s for five turns. If separate ferrite cores were used for the

autotransformer and for the transmission line. a second loss resistance

would also be introduced into the equivalent circuit.
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B. Choice of Parameters

The preceding section presented the theory behind the balun design.

This section will discuss the choice of the para-meters of the baluns

constructed.

As mentio:ed above, ths- two transmission lines in the balun should

be identical. That is, they should have equal ch2racteristic impedances,

losses, and electrical lengths. The characteristic impedance should be

132/2 = 66 ohas, since the average load impedance is 132 ohms, asI determined in Section MI-D. It would be possible to construct a 66-

ohm line by twisting a pair of wires of correct diameter and of correct

insulation thi-ixness. Obtaining the correct geometry could be done

empirically. In order to ensure good reproducibility, however, a

coz-ercially available two-wire line was used even though its impedance

was not exactly 66 ohms. The line used is Type C05AO80 manufactured by

W.L. Gore and Associates, Flagstaff, Arizona. This two-wire line has

a rated impedance of 75 ohms, but the actual irmedance is slightly

higher, especially when wound on the ferrite core. Data presented below

infer an ir-pedance of 85 ohms.

The ferrite toroids used in the compact balun are Type F303-1 Q-1

uanufactured b3 Indiana General Corporation, Keasbey. New Jersey. These

have an outside diameter of 0.230 inch, an inside diameter of 0.120 inch,

and a thickness of 0.060 inch. Toroids of the same size made of Q-2

material were also tried. The Q-2 mterial has slightly lower loss than

Q-1 aterial, but also has lower permeability. The latter property

caused the input VSWR at the lower bandedge of the balun to degrade

slightly to 1.5. A VSIR of 1.2 was achieved at 100 30z using the Q-1

material. -

In Section V-A. a turns ratio of 5:4 was calculated based on trans-

forming 32 ohms to 50 oh-s. Taking the loss resistance into account,
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however, the 5:4 turns ratio does not necessarily give the best input

VSWR. Looking into the balun. the 50-ohn generator sees the parallel

combination of the transfor-ed load impedance and the loss resistance.

The results of using various turns ratios, limited to the desired

(n + 1):n relationship, are su-arized in Table V-1. it is seen that

with a loss constant of 10 ohms per turn squared, the choice of turns

rsti, does not greatly influence the parallel cobination. Turns ratios

of 7:6, 6:5. and 5:4 were tried, with the latter ratio giving the best

measured performance over the l00-to-150-0tz band. Less dissination

loss could be obtained by using larger toroids, but at the expense of

increasing the balun size.

Table V-1

COMPARISOY OF THYNS RATIOS

Transformed Loss Parallel

Turns 32-Oh-- In-edance Resistance Co-bination

Ratio (ohn-s) (ohms) (oh!ms)

3:2 7 90 40

4:3 57 160 42

i5: 5: 4 50 250 _j2

6:5 46 360 41

7:6 44 -1190 to

In order to achieve the desired flat for- factor for the compact

balun. the balun was constructed on a planar printed circuit bard, as

shown in Figure V-2. On the circuit board are zetal isl.ands -.or

soldering the various balun connections, and that also provide so-me
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empirically determined capacitances. The circuit board is 1/16-inch

Duwid 5880 manufactured by Rogers Corporation, Rogers, Conn. The

m:i-cuit board is counted over a brass ground plane, -hith is integral

with the -ounting surface for the SM (nodel S 244-2) coaxial connector.

The total balun thic;mess is such that the coupRing nut that screws

onte the connector just has clear-nce to turn. The balun could be -ade

as thin as 1/8 inch if no coaxial connector was used, but a. n-iniature

coaxial cable was pern-anently attached to the balun.

C. Measured Characteristics ]
in this subsection naured data -ill be presented for the two

co=pact baluns tersinated by the 132-o-- resistive load sho. in

Figure 11-2. A conparison will also be -ade cith calculated input

iz-pedance based on the equivalent circuit of Figure V-i- The ch.rac-

teristics of the conbination of the baluns and the spiral antennas are

presented in Section IT.

The measured input impedances are shorn as func tions of frequency

in the S-nith chart plots of FigLre V-3, and the real- and i-aginary-vprt

plots of Figure V-4. Even thouh the input inpedance rf the balun

varies with frequency, the VSXR is f= irly constant ar reasonably low

at about 1.3. The resistance -i - is deternined by the core loss.

as discussed in connection -ith Tacle V-1 above. The inpeda ce loci

swing arouad the Snith chart -ainIr because the tran suaission lines in

the 4:1 balun portion do not have the correct inpedance of 66 ohr.s.

That the ebserzed inrnt-inpedance characteristics can be explained

fairly well on the basis of the core loss and the incorrect line =

inpedance. is corfirned by the calculated points shown in Figure V-4.

These points were obtained for te equivalent circuit of Figure V-I.

using core-loss resistance Ri 250 ohns. an autotransfor-ner turns
loss-
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If 66-ol n transmission line- were avadlable for constructing the

balun. the inped.nce loci in Fig-,re 7-3 Vould be clustered around the

point OS: JO. The Deak VSER sould not. bovever. be nuch better tha-

th3t showrn at t_e ott of Fi_ ure V-5. The insertion 3oss shizn at

the top of Figure V-5 is prinarily dume to dissipaticn loss in the

niniature zerr-ite toroids. Loss could be reduced by using larger

toroids. but the nalun wouid then be larger.
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FIG3UR V-5 REFL-INDT IR0 ASUS LOWS FOR THE COMPACT
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signal received by- the antenna isr re'flected back into free Space. In

addition, tl-c pins needed to extend the balun balanced-port nicrostrip

transnissioa line for connection direct'Jly to the antenna -mould hare to

be rount."d 2t right angles to the ni-crostrip conductors. This 'Could

=res-;:%t in significant reflections at the pin-zicrostrip connections.

thus contribztin- an additional loss in s.sten sensitivity. Furthernore.

sufficient phiysical suipport for the balun would be difficult to achieve

in either ease - wta the balun is connected directly to the antenna

center.I

Toe altertsire- -T rrztely connecting the balirn to the antenna

tShrow use of a traasnission li le--ates the problen- of loss of

sysscm: scmsitiritr due to tlae- Close proximity of at'-e bzlun to the

antena. flowerer. as discussed in Section IV!. the tnansai ssion line

causes its on pro_)blens. depending_ on its position relative to thej

zt~a.-The least at of interaction betweez the radating- fields4

zmdn tranaissiom line occurs wten the transuissionz line extends per-

pendicularly f romm the center of the =-ntenna2. This is the ease thatI

npWlied to Fiue V-2(a). Here- the blais positioned far anou!

nrtrstthe rfen Otin its effects onth driving-point i= pedance

of thle nteza -um, necligible. flowerer, it is obvious t15.-t for thisI

arnn tmemt. te lowv-profile requirceent for the balizt/antenna -configuz-

raticm is met =et.

Frn az lov-profile as xefl as practical1 ste-ntipoint the ideal pia2ce
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interaction between the radiating fields and the transmission line, with

a resulting loss in system sensitivity. As will be seen subsequently,

however, this loss in system sensitivity amounts to only about 0.5 dB

more than for the case when the transmission line extends perpendicularly

from the antenna.

The two configurations used for the impedance and reflection

measurements discussed in this section were the ones incorporating the

remote balun arrangement. The twin-lead transmission line was connected

directly to the b,.lun balanced-part-microstrip conductors at one end

and to the non-conductor side of the antenna at the other end. In the

first configuration the transmission line extended perpendicularly from

the center of the antenna. Its length, as previously indicated,

approximately equaled the radius of the anterna used in the configura-

ti on. The purpose of the measurements for t..s configuration is to

show how well the balun marches the specifi d 50-ohm system impedance

to the antenna-driving-point impedance over the radiating frequency

band. Because the antennas were appropriately terminated, improvement

in the intentia match at frequencies below the radiating frequen.' band

was expected. A second purpose of these measurements is to o _rve

this improvement. For the first configuration both the balun and

transmission line influence the driving-point impedance of the antenua

very little. In the second c3nfiguration the balun was attached to the

outer inetal ring of the antenna. The transmission line ran parallel

to the antenna and was separated from the metal spiral conductors by

the dielectric circuit board. This corresponds to a distance, d, of

0.078 inch in Figure IV-l. The arrangement of the second configuration

is shown in Figure VI-I. The purpose of the measurements for this con-

figuration was to show the overall effect on the impedance of the talun/

antenna configuration as well as the effect on system sensitivity when

the transmission line is close to the antenna. It is this configuration

that achieves the lowest profile.
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C. Termination for the Antenna Outer Ends

Terminating networks were placed at the outer ends of the antenna

spiral conductors in order to improve the input VSIWIR for frequencies

below the radiation band. At these frequencies, current reaches the

spiral ends, is reflected from the ends, and emerges again from the

drive terminals at the antenna center. This produces high input VSEI

if the outer ends are not terminated properly. Data were measured on

1
a previous contract to determine -what type of terminating network

should be used between the spiral outer ends and the metal ring that

eyists arotud the periphery of the circuit board on which each antenna

is printed. It was concluded that lumped-element terminations could be

used to reduce the reflection at frequencies well below the radiation

cutoff frequency. However, at and just below rariation cutoff, dis-

tributed loss is req.ired in order to damp out a resonance that is

related to the path length around the metal-ring circumference, and is

discussed in Section III-B of Ref. 1. Each termination finally used on

the spiral outer ends consists of a combination of a lumped resistor

and distributed-resistance cloth material.

In tracing the development of the final terminations, the use of

lumped R-L-C networks without distributed loss will first be discussed.

The impedance measured at the outer spiral ends is shown in Figures 5

and C of Ref. 1 for the 12- and 24-inch antennas, respectively. Averaging

out the ripples in the curves in those figures, it is found that the

Within the radiation frequency band, on t',e other hand, most of the

power is radiated and very little current reaches the spiral ends.

The terminations on the spiral end then have negligible effect on the

input VSWR.
+

These ripples are not a property of the antenna, but are a result of

the conditions under which the measurements were made. See Ref. 1,

p. 50. for a discussicn ef this subject.
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outer-end impedance can be represented at low frequencies as a 180-ohm

resistor in series with an inductor. This representation is valid up

to about 200 MIz for the 12-inch antenna, and up to abouz 100 .I-1z for

the 24-inch antenna. At higher frequencies, a transmission-line stub

must be used in the equivalent circuit instead of a lumped inductor.

Considering, for now, only the lower frequencies, the equivalent series

inductances are 160 and 320 nH for the 12- and 24-inch antennas, respec-

tively. The design of impedance-neatching networks for series R-L loads

9
is discussed by Matthaei, Young, and Jones. Using their procedure.

networks of varying degrees of complexities were designed to terminate

the 12-inch-antenna ends with minimum reflection up to 200 MHz. These

networks and their calculated performances are shown in Figure VI-2.

This figure shows that the n = 3 and n = 4 networks rejuce the reflec-

tion by a factor of between 2 and 4.5 as compared to a simple resistor

(n = 1) for frequencies below 200 1z. As is typical of impedance-

matching networks, going £roi. n =3 to n = 4 gives only slight improve-

ment in performance.

As is discussec in Section IIl-B of Ref. 1, the equivalent transmission-

line stub, or the series inductance, is due to the length around the
circumference -)f the metal ring at the edge of the antenna. Each

matching network is to have one teniinal connected to an end of the
spiral, and the other terminal connected to the metal ring. The
resistive comp-,nent is the antenna radiation resistance.

+

A separate network is required at each of the two spiral ends of the

antenna. Since the spiral is driven in a mode balanced with respect

to ground (equal but opposite currents), half of the 180-oLm and 160-

nH values mentioned before can be associatd with each spiral end.

Thus the 90-ohm and 80-nH values appearing on Figure %I-2.

The value of n refers to the number of reactive elements, including

that in the load to be matched. This follows the notation of Ref. 9.
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The schematics on Figure %q-2 are drawn as if a generator at each

spiral outer end were driving the antenna. (Indeed. this was the way

the networks were designed.) In actual use, however, the generator

resistance shown is to absorb power from the spiral .onductor When the

antenna is excited from its center. The networks will still perform

properly when driven this way. I t is a fundamental property of reci-

procal, lossless networks that the reflection-coeffici-nt magnitude is

the same when the network is driven ;rom either end. If the voltage of

the generator shown in Figure VI-2 were set to zero, and another

generator inserted in series with the 90-ohm resistor, the reflection

coefficient then calculated looking toward the left from the junction

of the 90-ohm resistor and the 80-nH inductor would be the same as

plotted in Figure VI-2.

Figure V-2 applies to the 12-inch-diameter spiral. The 2.1-inch

spiral is essentially a 2:1 scaled-up version of the smaller antenna.

Thus, Figure WI-2 can be applied to the 2.1-inch antenna by multiplying

all inductances and capacitances by 2. and dividing the number along

the frequency axis by 2. The reflection and VSWR scales and the curves

remain unchanged.

A pair of the n = .1 networks were built for the 12-irch antenna.

The resistors were 110-ohm, 1/.1-watt carbon, the capacitors were 10-

and 5-pF mica, and the inductors were 7.5 turns of AW,'G-30 enamel wire

close-wound on the resistor. These networks were soldered from the

outer end of each spiral to the metal ring around the periphery of the

antenna. The impedance measured at the center drive points of the

spiral is shown in Figure 17l-3(a). Only the frequencies below the

The only dissipation loss shown in Figure VI-2 is in the load and

generator resistances.
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radiation cutoff of about 300 10z are of interest here. Comparing

Figures 111-7(a) and I-3(a), i t is seen that the terminating networks

do reduce -:he fluctuations in impedance significantly. The impedance

is nearly constant near 100 Nlz, and presmably improves even more at

lower frequencies. The impedance fluctuates more just below 200 MHz

than was expec;ed based on Figure V1-2. This is presumably due to the

approximation made in representingtf the measured antenna impedance as a

dimpl r R-L load. As expected there is still appreciable impedance
simpleR-lod Asepceteeistlaprcalimene

variation at frequencies just below radiation cutoff.
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In order to damp out the impedance fluctuations near the radiation

cutoff frequency, distributed loss was added to the spiral outer ends.

This loss is in the form of a ring of carbon-impregnated fabric that

is 11.25 inches inside diameter so as to completely cover the last half

turn of the gap between each spiral am and the outer metal ring. The

lossy cloth partially fills the preceding quarter turn of the gap in

the form of a smooth taper. The lossy cloth is ce-ented to the opposite

side of the circuit board from the copper conductors. The coupling to

the antenna is thus by means of its electric field. Ohmic contact was

avoided so that the lumped networks could act as the termination at

low frequencies.

The antenna impedance measured after adding the distributed loss

is plotted in Figure IrI-3(b). The distributed loss was very effect.ve

in smoothing the impedance between 200 and 300 MIz. Near 100 M z,

however, the distributed loss degraded the match of the lumped network.

The distributed loss was left on the antenna on the assumption that

good impedance match just below the radiation band is more important I
than at lower frequencies.

After the data of Figure VI-3 were taken, the n = -1 lumped networks

were replaced by simple 110-ohm resistors. The 100-M!z match was only

slightly degraded, so it -was not considered worthwhile to use the more

complex networ!:s. The disLributed loss by itself is not as good a

termination as the combination of distributed and lumped losses. It

was found that the impedance match degraded slightly at all ZrequencA(s

below 300 .U:z if no network was connected from the spiral ends to the

outer metal ring.

The lossv cloth has a resistnce of 200 ohms per square. It is Eccosorb

SC-200 manufactured by Emerson and Cumming. Canton: Mass.
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Further inprovement in the low-f requency amatch could be obtained

by measuring again the impedance existing at the spiral outer ends now

that the distributed loss has been added to the antenna. A ner network

could then be designed. Use of cloth vlth different resistivity, and

using slightly different geonetrv night also give improvements. The

= time schedule did not permit trying these refinements.

A parameter that was not measured is the antenra gain. At fre-

quencies just above 300 3I.z. the distrisited loss probably reduces the

gain slightly, because some of the power at these frequencies that would

otherwise be radiated is absorbed. The inside diameter of the lossy

cloth was made as large as possible, consistent with good damping of the

impedance from 200 to 300 3Mz. At frequencies well above the radiation

cutoff. the presence of the lossy cloth would have no infxuence on the

antenna gain or pattern.

D. Measured Data for the Balun/Antenna Configurations

The results of the impedance and reflection measurements obtained

for the two balun/antenna configurations described in Section 1I-B are

presented here. The purpose of these measurements is to show the

overall impedance characteristics, at frequencies from 100 to 2000 !iz.

for both the 12-inch and the 2"4-inch spiral antennas. The improvement

in the impedance match between a 50-oh system and the antenna ox .-r the

radiating frequency band is shown when the compact balun is usrdI to I
transform the driving-point impedance of the antenn' to the system

impedance. An improvement is also observed in the impeJance match at

frequercies below the radiating frequency band due to appropriately

terminating the antennas, as discussed in the preceding subsection.

Finally. the effects on impedance and system sensitivity are sh.,un when

the balun is attached to the outer metal ring of the antenna whe--e the
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trasnmission line connecting the antenna to the baiun is very close to

the spiral conductors. As nentioned previously, this latter configudra-ion

is the one that gives the lowest profile characteristic.

The impedance and reflection data for both configurations are so-n

in Figures 11-4 through 11-7 for the 24-inch antenna. and Figures 1.1-8

through 1-11 for the 12-inch antenna. The data are shown plotted as a

function of the log of frequency and are also shown plotted on Smith

charts. The reflection coefficient (from which i=pedance is derived)

was measured at the unbalanced port of each compact balun. The m-easured

reflection data are relative to che specified inpedznce of 50 oh-s.

The Snith-chart plots are shown normalized to this sa.me impedance anu

cover the radiating frequency band of their respective antennas. The

Smith-cdart plots for the configuration zhere the transmission line

is close to the spiral conductors (Figures Xq-7 and 17-I) are not

continuous plots but rather point plots. This is because the rapid

-ifluctuations of antenna .mpedance with frequency, due to the close

proximity of the transmission line to the antenna, cause numerous loops

on the Smith chart. The loops are so numerous that. over the radiating

frequency band, they overlap and coincide at various frequencies.

making a continuous plot very difficult, if not impossible, to follow.

Thus, for this configuration, a number of impedance points at discrete

frequencies are plotted to show the impedance spread over the radiating-

frequency range of the antenna rather than a continuous curve over the

same frequency range.

As mentioned previously, significant improvement occurs in !hc

im.pedance match between a 50-ohm system and both the 2.i-inch and the

12-inch antenna when the compact baluns are used to transform- the

antenna d';±vjng-point impedances to the system impedance. This is

evident whe:% comparing Figures VI-4(a) and III-!(a) for the 2.t-inch
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FIGURE VZ-4 IMPEDANCE AND REFLECTION DATA AT THE UNBALANCED TERMINAL

OF THE COMPACT BALUN CONNECTED TO THE 24-inch SPIRAL ANTENNA
BY MEANS OF A TRANSMISSION LINE PERPENDICULAR TO THE ANTENNA.
the antenna is situated in free space. The Transmission ine is a 132-ohm.n twin-
Lead line of length a ovo-Oate v ieq to the -adius of the antenna.
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FIGURE VI-5 SMITH-CHART PLOT OF THE IMPEDANCE DATA or FIGURE V1-4.
(Frequency range: 140-2000 MHz-)
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FIGURE VI-8 IMPEDANCE AND REFLECTION DATA AT THE UNBALANCED TERMOINAL
OF THE COMPACT BALUN CONNECTED TO THE 12-;nch SPIRAL ANTENNA
BY MEANS OF A TRANSMISSION LINE PERPENDiCULAR TO THE ANTENNA.
The antenna situatin, and transmission-line type are the same as indicated for

Figure VI-4.
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-intenna and FJ-ures I-8(a) and 111-7(a) for the 12-inch antenna. It

is zeen from these figures that the average driving-point impedances

(z-.1anced) are b)rought down to around an average 50-ohm- impedance

(unbalanced) over the radiating Frequency range of thle antennas. Over

this range the "'npedances do :ar% with frequency about the 50-ohlm

i=oedance line (or the center of the Smith charts shown in Fig-ures f--

and 1-1-9)_ Compari-ig Figures VI-4;(a) and 7I-$(a) -ith Figure V-4. i t

is seen that these variations for each antenna follow closely thle i72pe-

dance ciaracteristic of their respetv aln(auA ith the 12-

inch antenna. and Balun B with the 2411-inch antenna). The effect of

appropriately turn-inatin-a the antennas is also seer. when comparing

Figures VI4()a I~-s(aI with 111-1(a) and 111-7f(a). Here i t is

noted that the impedance of both balun/antenna conf1ig-urat ions -is ma I;

tained close to 50 ohms at frequencies beloa the radiating frequency

band. For the 241-inch-antenna configuration. a n=atch to a 50-ohm

l=.sten with VSnRs less than 1.-] is achieved at frequencies down to 100

331z. ThiS is to be compared to 140 t!Zz. whic'i is the low-f requency

limit of the radiating frequency band of the 24-inch antenna. For the

12-inch antenna. a :--tcll with VS-was less than 1.5 is achieved at fre-I

quencies down to 175 33!z- This is cozipared to the low-frequency.

radia-ting-frequencv-band limit of 300 3ZJ~z. If the antennas had not been

terminated. the zzatcn ant frequencies belou the radiating-frequency band

of each antenna would have been degiaded significantly. In both cases.

VSZRs on the order of 5:1 would L-- observed even after 2ccounting fo~r

the balun im-pedance transformation.

Figures 171-6 and 1-1-7 for the 21-inch antenna and Figures 1--1

and %71-11 for the 12-inch antenna show the effect on the iup--amc of

the balun/antenna configurations 7hen the transmission lines connecting-

thle baluns to their respective antennas are brought in close contact

with the antennas. As would be expected from the results discu-,sed in
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Section IV, significant impedance fluctuations occur with flrequency.

The aoeragn impedance characteristic raxhibited in this case is essen-

tially te same as for the case in which the transmission line is per-

pendicular to the antenna except that the irpedance fluctuates rapidly

with f quencv in a lo-periodic manner. This, as explained in Section

IV. is because the fields excited by the antenna interact with the

tpns-ission line. Over the frequency range that includes the radiating-

frequency band and the frequency range in which the antenna er-in,Lions

are effective in preult reflections fro the outer ends of the

antenna. 1S-as as high as 2.3 are obserled relative to 50 ohms. As

discussed below however. the paxiim loV;s in system sensitivity of shs

lo-p roofile balun-antenna configuration is small compared to the per-
i ~ pendicular-transnission-line -configu~ration. anounting to only a-bout

0.7 d5 for both antennas

geerTheo atote spl crer arized quantitatively in Table r1i-1 for

the 2-1-inch-antenna configurations ar Table I-2 for the 12-inch-

antenna configrations The peak SR and the systn sensitivt loss

caused by reflections are shown for both the balu-.Iantenna configurations

and for the antenna alone, driven by a hypothetica . 50-o. balanced

generator at the spiral centeri Peak l-So ibas determined over te fre-

quency range for hich a reasonadv god sste=:-to- i ntenna impedance

=arch w-as -.aintained. For the tw-o bal!nfiantenna configur-nt ions. this

frequency range extended below the radiating band because the antennas

were teminated. Sy;ste= sensitivity loss is based on the peak VIn..

occurring over the radiation band of the antennas: it ref~lects only the

loss resulting from the system-to-antenna mismatch and does not account

for the loss (about 0.6 dB) introduced by the compact baluns used in

the balun/antenna configurations. The upper frequ=ncy limit for which

peak VzSWR and system sensitivity loss -was deter-.ined is 500 3-1z above

the specified operating frequency of the two antennas. Fron the tables
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Table VI-1

PEAK VSiR AND SYSTEM SENSITIVITYt LOSS
FOR SEVERAL 2-i-I.NCH .-NT.NA CONFI GRATIO.

OI S

Peak VSER Over
thhe Freqeency Svste- Sensi-

R R.-nge for tivitv Loss Due

Shich the to Reflection

I Antenna i-pe- Over the Padi--
| dance is ting Frequency

SiCorresponding Matched to the Band of the

Configurat ion Figures •Sstez -Antenna
i=n dance (dB)

Bljlun connectd to

antenna by _ernc of

tran-ission lin-
perpendiculzr to i

a ntlenna v '1--4 5 O.0-3

Toue-Ing anten_n= vi"-.6. V-1 -7 2_3 ! 0.7-

I tenna drive br
-

nohetic
- l. Z

50-or. balanc - I !

generator at -he
I spinl center Ill-. 1.3 j

V~is shoxn. relative to a srstim indance ofl 50 ems.

1001 to 2000 3iz when the antenna -mas te-inated. 110 to 2000 M z when the
antenna -"s not terninated.
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Table v-1-2

PEIr 1Wn X0D SYbTBZ SE'CSITI VIf LOSS

FOR. SEVE&S.L 12-I XNANENNA ODMF IGUIATIONS -

Pea J £ Over t

Rag for -i tirit Loss Due

Which the Ito Reflection I
Antenna lupe- IOver t-he Sadia-

canc is ti n Frequsey

corrsrodiacj 3tched to the I&2Ban6 of the

Cresnig Systecz Antenna

Con ficuresatI-peFigure

Baler connected to j II
a-nte~na b-r neans of
tnnstuss,;: l-ine

~Parallel tc and I

Anteina driven bra 3

j3O~otbalr'-ced
ge= 'rat2- the1.
jspmrl center 1117.1 1-$

V'sia is Sts'-n relati-Me to a Ss.ten in-pCdanCe of, 30o!s

175 to 2000 3aiz u-!-- the an tenna u-as tontinstod. 300 to 2000 fli*z t'- U

-= anennawas not ternated.
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a':J the orerious- data pre-sented in this section. atis seen t!-at up to

frequencies as high as 2000 Mifz -both ant!ennas still radia-te and naintain

an acceptable nat~ch with a 50--olm srsten.I

It is seen frv-- Ta-bles 11-1 n 13-2 tha-t loss ol s~sten se=-stitr
due to the dlose proximity of the bau-oat-- rnasiclane to

te spiral conductors is not of --- or si ...ince. r r the st2=Izaoint

of svstea sensitivity, then. i A-d nake little dzf- xc itichj

blunantenna configuration %sas used- A good amte=-n-to--srstea natch is

anpo rtZa-nt. hose re r. =p 1plit ude an pmbbase d istio rt i ozs o f th-e js1i=Ml

are to be mnwize'L- Such distortions 1cill deracde the infontation

contentI ofl a sicaL Siznal phase and4 amplitzude distor t irc n-- occ--r

because a nijsaatcb betweenat~ and the rect of tbhe system czm create
a sannal inatbo-;_ce condatiin. Also. if thenaat (V) a s

rpadly, " Mit [r-eqemc-_ the pha-se _-Cpiu~ r-c~alps~

throuh tbe nt____n rill be rara13ed with freRuenc-r. MThai tibOamce C=n

ocr between themxe=na anzd objetts close- to t:-- atenna ztt refllectm
elect romra-net I n- _

tic v..r'r flaltito=mc -'_ alsco occur- wi Vain a coaxial

cans cenetz the bait= to tor srstC it, zbe caz5e a't_'-' "tCM

properly at bo%'- ens. In the 11kiter cae.if the 064is relati-el-y

lossless. rC--- c2Z oc4cur thnthe cable Icth as anltpeof

2 m fn~eezthof zthe signal 2zq~cw is thbe -etzrm- zlIi-

trm--ce sanlthat aterteres wttb t!:e anicaemm-t to cause

ditrt4 - It is -noted that the effects of att'c corzid2 be scr-

z-t reater for t:ehh -cacotaurtc' '" v the N P==ral I zti-

nas 'o lane t- for the .epmik-rnasinircnatagnrat;oca.

F:-c tNAe peak XS=S values gar in Table fl-I an l32t~ e
thatz the m2irx reflected s inal ttctathat. c_ ocimr for the

= pralel trasxissia-.l nc oatacnstinas about S 4S dosa flma the
incident signa strength. a=4 for thepeedairtzsnso-.!e
config-aration abc-at 13 SB do,=_.



Ina i--torzon s -oreapt Wo oc-cr 'with the one con; cm'Zfion

I=Co tlson. ton:;we_ nw 17§azathfrC- T ;ZRI sn3:ce

th-;th =Icor4f the rntean nrn ;,,"I; _nczce to 50-o 5r

ueI_ prot'ed nfiatyby us~e OR" :e ei:C -= sI;=- aTe

ma mot only 2s an inx diance tr--nsfcn'-.er Lantits an =bIe;:cd4

to -- 2--ed
1 'fl(. trn~~fonier as rfll.. Ftrtzenrsre_ thi. aatchi in. teIV

=*_,%s extetcr10e foareqwmecic~s beclor Ur- radiattag fregnav lnd 0

5 .*~I.--h UsI~.e of c~bmt~ I ~ tmpcr -- Aictriz,,e t .rc -

na!i;ia the oa-*er ends of th ian.Tee :cn-_natSo=sz !ere e'RIlcttte,

tnvcc r f 1--V to 1 -1. 33z to,- the 24-:m-zct m~-mtc -t 175 toU

= 3W 3Mz for zt-e 1Z-ivh =::z_

z; :s 21lso seem. nexr. that t&w icr-Prof IlIe bztn tzc

cvcm! d~to oes- mo:tld ac ts %±1 to z $O-2n_ srstem - averIb

e,-!-_td I 'rtqnecrc- r~mv - zu. s t3-he.. .. n

:rti~~~fr"5 P~ rlfls~tC rc~ricm!:ar to 'c h orIt

Ths m~tr-crfl :zz Ibe =tastc3lch cz-scs _1z::Ie :ioC

le,_z o -m;rr for U ~-Prnfile tfcn!o

= t ttit-1! -x(r=- q-tfhffl3O -- ozlw -- l

d'ari~doe to 7cit:_ctThrfl-e or =Dt si-=Z1 distertcm (101s;



oil inrForzation) will prove To bie serious depends on the environmient

t mIder fli1ck, the anttenn-2 sysren will ba-re to operate- The -frequency 01f

the received signal. its bandwidth- and the kind of infornation desiredI ~ ~ ~ ~ f zh-c s' -1 -l -t be ccesidered- Thze o-rfl-o iuan

xaved--ce zatdi can b2- i~mroved (wi-th the' reduction of sina disorin)

byh ncviz, the trnsassion I ine azrav fr-c the intenna. This, of coPUrse.

is done at tha expeise of the low Profile Of tbe 1balunm/atemn- con-Iiu-in



VII ~s .UM3%:AV A - COCLUSICXS

The input inpedance at he center ter"inns has b-?en easure,-J rc:-

t1-o planar equiangular spirals printed on a dielectric sheet. The

spirals are self-conplenentary except near their centers and over the

outside quarter turn, and are free to radiate on both sides of the p!ane

of the spiral, %ben naking nost of the -ea-surenents. the antennas were

placed against various building rnaterials. Based on the average input

inpedance within the frequency band for good radiation froz each

antenna. t -o baluns have been designed and cor.structed to provide a

good natch between the antennas and 5-3-otto coaxial tran-a: issior. lines.

Th-ese baluns have beL-n coubined wit!h the spiral antennas to form a

thin pac-age. and impedance -easurc--ents have been a-de f-. the balltm!

antenna combination.

Me data presented in this report show that the inp;,t im-pdance at

the spiral center is ha.dly affected by placing th-e dielc:tric side of

the a--ntena .-inst dielectric --ilding =uaterials. (Solid -'otal and

nateria!- containing large a=on-ants of metal -ere specifically excluded

f.*a_ the choice of uizldi- niaterials.) This insensxi.ivilv oi inpe-

dance to the enviromment irelated to the fact ts'm . th. dielectric

sheet supportig each spiral is sufficiently thick that the local fields

near the center feed points do not penetrate significantly thtough the

dielectric sheet. The resistime =.rt of the input inpedznce, ateraged

ovcr the radiating fre-quency b-ar. is 125 ohm-s for t-e 24-inch-dia-eter

spi--al. and 137 ola, for the 12-inch-di-eter spiral. Th.-re arc lom-er

than the theoretica -alue of 77/2 -- lSS ofas bec.%--,se of the presence

of tbc dielectric sheet on x-hich ea-ch spiral is printed and becwise ef
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the finite conductor thickness to-spacing ratio. The reactive part of

each inpuL impedance is low over the radiating-frequency band.

The low-frequency cutoff of the frequency band for efficient

radiation was found to be affected by the materials placed near the

antennas. The lovw-frequencv cutoff is determined by the circumference

of the outside of the antenna being about a wavelength for thle currents

propagating along the spirals. The fields in the radiating region of

the antenna do. of course, extend through the support dielectric into

the building materials. The building materials thus change the effec-

tive wavelength on the spiral. The largest measured change occurred

when the 24-inch spiral was moved from free space to a position against

a plastered brick wall, which lowered the cutoff frequency from 140 to I
110 AfIz. The corresponding frequencies for the 12-inch 5piral are 300

and 250 Miz.

A unique feature of th- compaet baluns designed and built for these

spiral antennas is that the impedance transformaL.on ralic is other

than 4:1 or 1:1. These baluns have peak VSWRs very close to the limit

set by the miniature ferrtte cores. The ferrite material used is the

best suited to the application. Some improvement might be possible by

using larger toroids, but at the expense of increasing the balun size.

When terminated with a 132-ohm balaaced resistive load (which is the

average of the two antenna impedances), the compact baluns have VSWI K

1.35 over the 100-to-2000 MHz band over which measurements were made.

The compact baluns constructed ale as thin as is consistent with

the SMA (OSM) coaxial connector uscd. The clearance to a mounting

surface is just adequate to clear the coupling nut as a connec-to, is

screwd onto the balun. If no conrecto- was used on ;he balun, but a

miniature coaxial cable was permanent!y soldered to the balun. then the

balun thickness could be reduced further to on the order of 1/8 inch.
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The outside ends of the spiral conductors must be terminated if

there is to be low VSWR at the center input terminals when the drive

frequency is below the low-frequency-radiation cutoff. Distributed loss

is necessary to give good VSWR immediately below cutoff, and a lump-d

network is required to give good VSWR far below cutoff. For example,

the input match of the unteninated 12-inch spiral quickly degraded

to VSW'R , 10 as the frequency was reduced below 300 MfHz. With the

termination in place, that antenna has VSWR < 1.5 down to 165 AhlIz and

VSVR '- 3 at 100 MUiz. Further improvement is probably possible.

Making the combination of each antenna and balun as flat as possible

required some compromise of the electrical performance. From the

electrical viewpoint, the transmission line that feeds the antenna

center should be placed so that it interacts very little with the

antenna fields. It is not practical to route the feeding transmission

line along the spiral conductors of these antennas because the width of

the conductors near each antenna center is very narrow, and because the

length of line required would have singificant dissipation loss. Keeping

the feed line several inches from the antenna surface gives good input

VSWIIR. but is inconsistent with the desire for a flat structure. The

configuration finally adopted has the balun mounted at the antenna

periphery, with a miniature two-wire line running from the balun to the

antenna center terminals. The interaction between the antenna fields

and the two-wire line produces many peaks of up to VSWR = 2.3 for the

antenna and balun combinations. This represents a maximum power loss of

0.7 d1B due to mismatch when the antenna is used with a 50-ohm system.

which is only 0.5 dB greater mismatch loss than if the balun-to-antenna

two-wire line were mounted far from the antenna surface.
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